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Abstract. In the context of large decentralized many-to-many communication
systems it is impractical to provide realistic and hard bounds for certain QoS
metrics including latency bounds. Nevertheless, many applications can yield better performance if such bounds hold with a given probability. In this paper we
show how probabilistic latency bounds can be applied in the context of publish/subscribe. We present an algorithm for maintaining individual probabilistic latency bounds in a highly dynamic environment for a large number of subscribers. The algorithm consists of an adaptive dissemination algorithm as well as
a cluster partitioning scheme. Together they ensure i) adaptation to the individual
latency requirements of subscribers under dynamically changing system properties, and ii) scalability by determining appropriate clusters according to available
publishers in the system.

1 Introduction
Publish/subscribe is a well-known and popular communication paradigm for building
distributed applications such as stock exchange, traffic monitoring or person tracking. It
provides a decoupling of producers of information, called publishers, from consumers
of information, called subscribers. Without knowledge of the actual source of information, subscribers specify their interests in the form of subscriptions and are notified
about the corresponding published events.
In the past, most research has focused on providing expressive and scalable publish/subscribe systems. However, innovative Internet applications such as distributed
online games have other requirements like time bounded processing and delivery of
events. Moreover, in business applications, complex event processing [13] may be used
to perform the transition from basic events, e.g. sensor readings, to complex events that
match the semantics of the application, e.g. the detection of a fire. If such transitions
need to be performed in a timely manner, delayed events may not only be useless, but
also lead to wrong computations by the application.
Reserving resources along the communication links can guarantee end-to-end QoS
between subscribers and publishers [5]. However, this is not always viable since reservation protocols are typically not available on a global scale and reservation in the
context of heterogeneous network environments is even harder.
An alternative approach is to observe the behavior of the underlay and then provide
a QoS bound with a probabilistic reliability derived from the observations. This reliability depends on the value chosen for the QoS bound and its probability distribution.

Although the characteristics of the underlay may change dynamically over time and so
affect the probabilistic reliability, providing probabilistic bounds is still useful in three
ways. First, the end-to-end latency distribution can be fairly stable, e.g. in the Internet
it can be modeled with a certain probability distribution with small variation [8,17].
Second, probabilistic reliability allows the system to overstep a given QoS bound to a
determined extent while not violating the agreement with the user. Third, even a small
reduction of the demanded probabilistic reliability yields a better probabilistic bound
and, with this, a significant performance improvement. For instance, assuming that the
probability distribution of message latency is stable, one can derive that an event will be
propagated within 200ms with a probability of 95%, while a more useful latency bound
of 100ms can be achieved with a probability of 90%.
In this paper we address how end-to-end latency requirements of individual subscribers in a content-based publish/subscribe context can be satisfied by accounting for
the latency distribution of communication links. We propose an algorithm that adapts
to the requirements of subscribers and maximizes the set of subscribers and publishers it can support. First, we introduce an event dissemination algorithm in a restricted
content-based model with constraints on the set of publishers that adapts to dynamic
changes in the underlay (cf. Section 3). Then we show how to generalize the algorithm
to match the content-based publish/subscribe model by providing a clustering scheme
(cf. Section 4). We also present an experimental evaluation (cf . Section 5) of the algorithm performance under dynamic behavior.

2 Probabilistic latency bounds in content-based publish/subscribe
We consider the content-based publish/subscribe model of communication in a distributed system consisting of an unbounded and dynamic set of peers. We assume that
peers can leave or join arbitrarily often and they can fail temporarily or permanently.
Furthermore, we assume that the underlying communication environment is heterogeneous with different link properties related to delay and bandwidth; however each peer
is connected to the network through a single interface. Each peer is assumed to have
a unique identity, which can be used to establish a logical point-to-point connection,
forming an overlay network. Logical links are created and maintained by a probabilistic membership service such as [16], which helps peers to bootstrap and prevents the
partitioning of the network. On top of the membership service, peers are organized in a
single spanning tree, where the links of the spanning tree are embedded within the links
of the membership service overlay.
Peers contribute in the publish/subscribe system in one of two roles: publishers or
subscribers. Publishers serve as information sources and the publish/subscribe overlay needs to ensure that subscribers receive all the relevant messages. According to
the content-based publish/subscribe model, an event consists of a set of attributes and
associated values. We use Ω to denote the set of all attributes that exist in the system. Each publisher p periodically propagates an advertisement Adv(p) ⊆ Ω . Thereby
p announces potential future events with any desired attribute set taken from the set
−0/
PSAdv
(p) := PSAdv (p) − {0},
/ with PSAdv (p) being the power set of Adv(p). For example, a publisher p with Adv(p) = {temperature, humidity} can publish events consisting

of {temperature}, {humidity} or {temperature, humidity}. Subscribers issue subscriptions which are expressed as a conjunction over ranges of attribute values, e.g. (color =
red ∧temperature ∈ [20, 25]). Beyond typical content-based publish/subscribe systems,
subscribers can specify upper latency bounds with their subscriptions, together with a
minimum probability that these bounds are met.
Peers observe two QoS metrics: traffic (in terms of bandwidth) and latency. Each
peer maintains a traffic specification of its network interface, which specifies the number of event messages that can be propagated per time unit. Traffic specifications place
constraints on the creation of overlay links. Let TS (n) and TC (n) denote the traffic specification and the current traffic characteristics of peer n, respectively, and let r(n, s)
specify the message rate for any new connection to peer s. Then, peer n will accept the
new connection only if TC (n) + r(n, s) ≤ TS (n) is satisfied. Latency is modeled probabilistically in our system: each peer maintains information about the latency distribution
for each of its overlay links, assuming that all messages are of similar size. In practice,
information about the latency distribution and traffic characteristics can be collected by
relying on cross-layer sampling services [15].
In addition to latency characteristics of overlay links to neighbors, each subscriber
peer also maintains information about the latency distribution of end-to-end paths to
distant peers, which we call path latency characteristics (plc). Subscribers maintain
their plc recursively: after receiving the plc of a direct predecessor n in the spanning
tree, a subscriber s combines it with latency characteristics of the overlay link between
n and s, and notifies its successors on the tree about its updated plc.
A subscriber can use the path latency characteristics to determine the validity of its
latency specification (i.e. probabilistic upper latency bound) for an end-to-end path to a
publisher, like the one shown in Figure 1. If the latency characteristics fail to match the
individual latency specification, the subscriber has to take steps to increase the plc. Our
approach fulfills the individual latency specifications of subscribers by placing them at
an appropriate position with respect to relevant publishers in the overlay network.
Satisfaction of latency specifications in content-based publish/subscribe in a scalable manner is highly challenging. First, providing an optimal solution to satisfy the
QoS demands of all subscribers with the same interest in the presence of traffic constraints is NP hard and is known as “delay-constraint minimum cost routing” problem [14]. Second, in publish/subscribe systems, the selectivity of subscriptions (i.e. the
ratio of the total number of events that match the subscription) can vary widely. Less
selective subscribers should obviously be placed before more selective ones, but at the
same time peers with low traffic specifications should be behind subscribers with high
specifications. A trade-off is necessary if subscribers with high traffic specifications
are highly selective or subscribers with low specifications are less selective. Third, one
must also consider that multiple publishers’ trees may be embedded in the same overlay
network and hence a subscriber may need to consider placement with respect to many
publishers.
In this paper we approach these challenges by looking first at the constraints on
subscriber selectivity by extending Siena’s content-based routing [6]. We propose adaptation mechanisms that maximize the number of satisfied subscribers. In a first step, we
impose constraints on the advertisements of publishers in order to reduce the multiple-
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publisher problem. Finally, we release these constraints and propose an approach to
group publishers in clusters according to their advertisements and this way tackle the
multiple-publisher problem.

3 Adaptation to probabilistic latency requirements
In a first approach to adapt publish/subscribes system to probabilistic latency specifications we introduce the constraint that publishers have either completely overlapping
or disjoint advertisements, i.e., the set of publishers can be partitioned into disjoint
groups of publishers G P = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pm } so that ∀pi , p j ∈ GP : Adv(pi ) ⊆ Adv(p j ) ∨
Adv(p j ) ⊆ Adv(pi ). Hence, publications that match a subscription s are issued by a
single group of publishers further denoted as G P (s). We write s ≺ GP (s) to denote that
s can be satisfied by GP (s). We assume that each subscriber has only one subscription
and hence will not differentiate between the terms subscriber and subscription.
We now present an adaptive algorithm that maximizes the number of subscribers
whose latency specifications can be satisfied without violating their traffic constraints.
The algorithm, on top of the spanning tree, maintains a separate dissemination tree for
each group of publishers G p (cf. Figure 2). To construct the dissemination tree and to
match events with subscriptions, we extend Siena [6] approach to take into account
the path latency characteristics (plc) for a publisher. A dissemination tree is created
by a publisher flooding its advertisement along the spanning tree. Each advertisement
includes the plc with respect to the publisher. A peer that receives an advertisement sets
up the path for the dissemination tree, updates the plc and forwards the advertisement
along with the updated plc down the dissemination tree.
In the following we show how to adapt the dissemination trees by relying on two
strategies. The reactive adaption uses local adaptations, to find an appropriate position
for each subscriber in its relevant dissemination tree such that its individual latency
specification is met. The proactive adaptation periodically runs an optimization algorithm and tries to enhance the dissemination trees, so that a large number of subscribers
can be satisfied.

Algorithm 1 Placement Strategies
Require: A subscriber s whose latency specification l(s) should be satisfied
Ensure: Peer n which can satisfy the latency specification of s.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

noOfTries ← 0 // Number of tries to find a suitable position
childForInsertion [ ] ← 0/
for all n ∈ N(s) do // N(s) = {n ∈ Neighbors | (s, n) ∈
/ SpanningTree}
if (TS (n) − TC (n) > r(n, s)) ∧ (l(s) = satisfied ) then
create link (n, s) on spanning tree and remove existing link.
break
for all zi ∈ {zm , zm−1 , . . .z0 |zm = Grand parent(s) ∧ ∀i zi−1 = parent(zi ) ∧ z0 ∈ GP } do
if l(s) = satisfied then
if TS (zi ) − TC (zi ) > r(zi , s) then
connect to zi
else // Try to insert s between zi and one of its children
for all ki ∈ K do // K = {ki |ki ∈ child(zi )}
if ¬(ki ≺ G p (s)) ∧ ¬(subtree(ki ) ≺ G p (s)) then
childForInsertion ← ki // insertion is always possible
else if ki ≺ G p (s) ∧ ¬(subtree(ki ) ≺ G p (s)) then
if subscription of ki is not violated then childForInsertion ← ki
else // subtree(ki ) ≺ G p (s)
childForInsertion ← ki (insert with probability)
if |childForInsertion| > 0 then // more than one child can be used for insertion
Select child with more selective subscription and low traffic specs (TS (ki ))
add links (zi , s) and (s, ki ) and remove (zi , ki )
If TC (s) + r(s, ki ) > TS (s) then s will leave one of its children to the existing parent
break
if l(s) = satisfied then
noOfTries++
backoff for noOfTries ∗Δ T seconds
Start from random location

3.1 Reactive and proactive adaptations
A new subscriber s arriving in the system, or an existing subscriber (because of dynamic
behavior such as the crash or departure of a parent node, or changes in the plc), triggers
the reactive algorithm to find a new position within the dissemination tree of G P (s). The
reactive algorithm uses the following placement strategies (cf. Algorithm 1):
Local transformation (lines 3-6): If changes to the underlying QoS violate the latency
specification, peers first try to connect to another parent among their neighbors of the
member service overlay.
Bottom-up strategy (lines 7-22): If the local transformation is unsuccessful, then the
subscriber needs to connect to a suitable parent higher in the dissemination tree, i.e.
closer to the publishers. The subscriber s follows the reverse path formed by the advertisements. Once a suitable parent z i is found, s will connect directly, if the traffic
specification of zi allows. Otherwise, s tries to be inserted between z i and one of its
child peers ki .
If the peers in the subtree of k i are subscribed for G p (s) (lines 17-18), then s is
inserted probabilistically. The reason is that the number and latency specification of the
subscribers are not locally available, so the changes in the link behavior may trigger
a lot of simultaneous adaptations, which may clutter the network. The probability of
insertion decreases with the number of unsuccessful tries performed by s to find an

Algorithm 2 Proactive Algorithm
Require: Peer n performing proactive algorithm.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

childToPromote [] ← 0/
V = {G p1 , G p2 · · ·G pm | ∀k k ∈ child(n) ∧ k is subscriber ⇒ Gp (k) ∈ V }
for all vi ∈ V do
for all ki ∈ K do // K = {ki ∈ child(n) ∧ ki ≺ vi }
W (ki ) = Assign weight according to selectivity of subscription and traffic specs TS (ki )
if ∀k j ∈K, j<i W (ki ) > W (k j ) then
childToPromote[vi ] = ki
for all ki ∈ childToPromote do
promoteToParent(ki ,zi ) // Performs bottom-up strategy (Algorithm 1) to connect to parent

appropriate position and with the level of node k i in the dissemination tree (details are
in Section 3.2).
Random Connect (lines 23-26): If the latency specification of s cannot be satisfied after
reaching one of the publishers, it will perform an exponential backoff and tries to find
its position by connecting to a random peer. However, s leaves the existing parent only
when a suitable peer is found that can satisfy its latency specifications.
The proactive algorithm runs periodically and pushes the subscribers with good
traffic specifications and less selective subscriptions near the publishers. The goal is
to improve the overall quality of the dissemination tree so that more subscribers with
their individual latency specifications can be satisfied. The algorithm is performed by
every non-leaf peer for the immediate child subscribers on each dissemination tree (cf.
Algorithm 2).
3.2 Algorithm properties
The algorithm design addresses two issues: compliance to individual latency specifications and scalability.
Clearly, latency specifications can only be fulfilled if there exists a suitable position
for the peer in the overlay. In cases where an individual subscription can be fulfilled
by a large number of neighbors there is a high chance to find an appropriate position by performing the local adaptation strategy. If such neighbors are not at hand, the
bottom-up strategy is of benefit, since peers closer to the publishers can satisfy higher
requirements. Nevertheless, it is possible that a subscriber will not be able to satisfy its
latency specification. In this case the random selection ensures that it will eventually
find a suitable position.
Scalability is related to the number of satisfied subscribers, the overhead of message
forwarding and finally the cost of performing adaptations. Latency specifications of a
large number of subscribers can be satisfied because the proactive maintenance yields
fat trees, where subscribers with good traffic specifications are pushed close to the publishers. Furthermore, the notification forwarding overhead is reduced by the placing
subscribers near their relevant publishers, saving intermediate peers from forwarding
irrelevant notifications. The subscription forwarding overhead is reduced by placing
less selective subscriptions close to the relevant publishers.
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Another important aspect is the cost of performing adaptations. The application of
a bottom-up strategy and local transformation reduce the management overhead of the
peers higher in the dissemination tree. Furthermore, the algorithm reduces the number
of concurrent adaptations during failures: a subscriber s whose latency specification is
violated first tries to find a position satisfying also all the relevant subscribers in its
subtree. A probabilistic approach is used, which balances two factors—the position of
the subscriber in the dissemination tree and the number of unsuccessful attempts and
is given by e−level(s)∗noO f Tries/(Normalizationparameter) . The higher the subscriber is located
in the tree, the higher is the probability to move to a position that satisfies all peers in its
subtree and prevents the start of many simultaneous adaptation algorithms. However,
simulation results have shown that due to saturation near the publishers the subscriber
higher in the tree may not be successful, so the number of tries should be limited.

4 Cluster management
In this section, we extend the adaptive dissemination algorithm of Section 3 to match the
requirements of a generic publish/subscribe system without constraints on publishers.
This implies that the advertisements of different publishers overlap, and a subscription
can be satisfied by more than one publisher’s group (the multi-publisher problem). In
the following we present how clustering of publishers leads to an appropriate number
of groups with which publishers as well as subscribers need to be associated.
Let C be a cluster of publishers and let CSC denote the set of all attribute sets that
are published in the cluster. CSC determines the potential subscribers of the cluster. In
Figure 3, for example, cluster C 1 has CSC1 = {{a1}, {a2 }, {a1 , a2 }}, and subscribers
with subscriptions consisting of either of these attribute sets will join C 1 .
The basic idea is to prevent the presence of these attribute sets in additional clusters, so that subscribers will not have to be associated with multiple clusters and thus
preserve scalability for subscribers. Therefore, the cluster management algorithm has to
−0/
of publishers rather than Adv(p). Let M := {C 1 ,C2 , ...}
consider the intersections of PS Adv
be the set of all clusters currently in the system. The cluster management algorithm
preserves the invariant that the attribute sets of all clusters C ∈ M are disjoint, i.e.
/ When a publisher p arrives in the system, the
∀Ci ,C j ∈ M : i = j ⇒ CSCi ∩ CSC j = 0.
−0/
overlap between its PS Adv (p) and all CSCi in M is calculated. The following cases are
distinguished:

No overlap with any CSC : The publisher creates a new cluster Cnew with CSCnew =
−0/
PSAdv
(p) and advertises the cluster.
−0/
PSAdv
(p) is included in an existing cluster: The publisher merges in the corresponding cluster.
−0/
Existing clusters are included in PS Adv
(p) : The publisher creates a new cluster C new
−0/
with CSCnew = PSAdv (p) and advertises the cluster; all clusters whose CSC is a subset of
−0/
PSAdv
(p) merge in the new cluster.
−0/
(p),
Partial overlap: The publisher joins every cluster whose CS C overlaps with PS Adv
−0/
−0/
and
for
the
remaining
elements
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PS
it
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a
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Cnew
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Adv
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C
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an
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Ci
i
−0/
(p) exclusively in cluster C. The publisher with the most
the intersection CSC ∩ PSAdv
general advertisement (i.e. that has the highest share in the CS C of the cluster) becomes
the cluster head.
With the resulting clustering, a subscription can always be satisfied by publishers of
just one single cluster, and we can directly apply the adaptive dissemination algorithm
of Section 3 to each cluster. However, if each publishers p would select the attributes in
Adv(p) uniformly at random from Ω , a large set of publishers can create many disjoint
−0/
clusters, each cluster only serving a small fraction of the involved publishers’ PS Adv
(p).
This is beneficial for subscribers because clusters publish only a small variety of events
and subscribers receive only a small amount of false positives (i.e. events that do not
match their individual subscription). Publishers, however, might have to be associated
with a high number of small clusters.
In order to preserve scalability of the system, i.e. to avoid that publishers would need
to connect to a number of existing clusters that will grow exponentially with |Adv(p)|,
we use an inherent property of the cluster management algorithm: It merges a pair of
clusters C1 and C2 , if CSC1 is included in CSC2 or vice versa. If a publisher p realizes that
it has to connect to a large number of clusters, it generalizes its advertisement by adding
an appropriate attribute to Adv(p) so that another cluster can merge in the newly created
cluster of p. This way, the arrival of a new publisher does not result in a growth of |M| in
the system. Of course, the effect of this solution has to be balanced with the subscribers’
interest that clusters have a small CSC in order to limit the number of false positives.
This can be achieved with a threshold for the number of clusters that p has to connect,
before the solution is applied, and by changing the number of attributes that p is allowed
to assume in order to generalize its Adv(p). For further scalability, cluster heads do not
−0/
(p). Instead, the cluster head
advertise CSC which is often a large proper subset of PS Adv
−0/
advertises its Adv(p) together with the sets that are in PS Adv
(p) but excluded from CSC .
The exclusion of a set amounts to the exclusion of its power set so that the exclusion
information in an advertisement is kept rather small, and the algorithm’s tendency to
merge clusters also prevents the exclusion of too many subsets.

5 Evaluation
This section evaluates the self-adaptation algorithm with respect to convergence and
stability in the presence of failures and churn, using metrics similar to [2]. The evaluations were performed using PeerSim [12], a large-scale P2P simulator.
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No routing protocol was implemented at the underlay level. Instead, latencies between the routers were assigned based on the King [10] methodology, which estimates
the latency between any pair of Internet hosts by measuring the latency between nearby
authoritative DNS servers. The latencies between the routers are in the range [1, 500]ms
with reliability factor of 90% to 100%.
All the simulations are performed for 1, 024 peers. The number of neighbors on
the underlying membership service is assigned randomly between 10 to 15. The initial delay for the Random Connect strategy is 3 seconds and the delay for proactive
algorithm is 5 seconds. The latency requirements from the subscribers are in the range
[120, 260]ms with low probabilities. For simplicity, the traffic characteristics of a peer
is simulated by the node degree.
5.1 Algorithm convergence
We analyze the algorithm’s behavior to converge in a limited number of adaptations
under static conditions. Convergence means that if the number of subscribers with individual latency requirements remains constant, the system will eventually converge to
a stable state where a considerably large percentage of the subscribers is satisfied and
no more adaptations are performed. We evaluated the algorithm with different traffic
specifications of peers, i.e with possible node degrees in [3, 4], [3, 7] and [3, 12], with
all other parameters left unchanged. Starting with 10 publishers with disjoint advertisements, a new peer chosen uniformly at random (among the 1024 peers), subscribed with
its individual latency requirements at each simulation step until all 1, 024 peers in the
system were either subscribers or publishers. Figure 4 shows the convergence behavior
of the algorithm with respect to traffic specifications of peers. The lower percentage of
satisfied subscribers in the first 1,024 simulation steps is due to the fact that new subscribers are constantly arriving in the system and are not immediately satisfied. Figure 4
also shows the effect of traffic specifications on the satisfaction of subscribers: as peers
with high traffic specifications are pushed up by the proactive algorithm, the dissemination tree becomes fat and hence more subscribers can be satisfied. Figure 5 shows
the percentage of subscribers (out of the total number of satisfied subscribers) satisfied
by each adaptation strategy. Only 8 − 14% of the subscribers are satisfied without any
adaptation, which shows the effectiveness of the algorithm in increasing the number
of satisfied subscribers. Similarly, low traffic specifications result in more insertions
during the bottom-up strategy as visible in the case of a node degree [3, 4].
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5.2 Algorithm stability
We have evaluated the algorithm’s reaction to the dynamic changes in the system state
and its convergence to a stable state.
Continuous churn: Simulations were performed with peers having a node degree in
[3, 7]. In each simulation, 512 subscribers were pushed into the system and the system
was allowed to converge to a stable state. Afterwards, continuous churn was introduced
in the system. The percentage of churn was relative to the total of all peers in the system, e.g. a churn of 1.8% means that at every simulation step, 9 peers subscribed to
and 9 peers unsubscribed from the system. Figure 6 shows the minimum, average and
maximum percentage of satisfied subscribers in the system with increasing churn. Figure 7 shows the corresponding standard deviation, which gives an indication about the
stability of the system. It is evident from the figures, that at higher churn rate the system is more unstable, because a higher number of potential subscribers are looking for
a position. The reason being that the subscribers who canceled their subscriptions are
still in the system occupying their previous positions, which makes it difficult for the
new subscribers to find the position.
Massive churn: This scenario evaluates the behavior of the algorithm in the case of
sudden rapid churn. The simulation settings were the same as in above experiments.
Figure 8 shows that there is no relation between the percentage of churn and the course
of the corresponding curve. For example, a curve with higher rapid churn might converge faster than others. The reason is that the algorithm relies on random interaction
between peers and hence may converge to a different state on different runs. However,
the system can tolerate and recover from massive occurrence of churn gracefully.
Further measurements on continuous and massive failures shows similar results.
These results are omitted due to space constraints.

6 Related work
Over the last decade many content-based publish/subscribe systems [6,9,11,3] have
evolved. Most systems focus on increased scalability of the system by reducing the
cost of subscription forwarding and event matching. Clustering has also been identified
as a technique to achieve scalability [4,1,7]. Clustering of subscribers can be achieved
in two ways, either based on similarity of subscriptions or by partitioning the event
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space. Kyra [4] partitions the event space into clusters, brokers are assigned to each
cluster and subscriptions are moved to relevant brokers. However, their approach is not
dynamic, and when a broker joins or leaves, the whole partitioning needs to be recomputed. Additionally, no event partitioning criteria is specified. In [7], a direct mapping
of the containment graph of subscriptions is mapped to a tree structure. This results in
as many trees as there are subscriptions that are not contained in any other subscription. Similarly, [1] builds a tree for every attribute of the event space, and a subscriber
can join any tree for which it has specified an attribute filter. Publishers publish to each
tree with a matching attribute, which results in a huge number of unnecessary messages
on each tree. Apart from the stated drawbacks, none of the approaches address issues
related to QoS fulfillment.
Although it is easy to add QoS semantics into subscriptions [5], only few systems
actually cope with satisfying QoS specifications in a decoupled environment like publish/subscribe, but rather deal with QoS as a metric for performance comparisons. To
the best of our knowledge only two systems address issues related to satisfying individual latency requirements of subscribers. Indiqos [5] addresses delay requirements
of individual subscribers, but relies on network reservation protocols, which limits its
scalability. In [17] bounded delays on event delivery by employing message scheduling strategies at each broker are considered. They use a QoS model similar to ours.
However, a static broker topology is assumed.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we have shown, in the context of pub/sub, how to deal with probabilistic latency bounds in large dynamic network environments. In particular, we apply
subscription-centered adaptation to ensure an appropriate arrangement of subscriptions
with various selectivity and to maintain high-capacity dissemination trees. Additionally,
scalability is ensured by a publication centric clustering of the overlay. The evaluation
shows that the algorithm performs well with respect to the fulfillment of individual latency specifications and is robust in a very dynamic setting. The described algorithm is
currently practically applied to support a gaming application, in SpoVNet [15] project.
In the future, we will extend our partitioning schemes to reducing the management
overhead due to advertisements. Moreover, we plan to investigate the impact of further
QoS metrics and possible synergies with the current adaptation schemes.
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